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Abstract. In diffuse optical tomography (DOT), a typical perturbation approach requires two sets of measurements
obtained at the lesion breast (lesion or target site) and a contra-lateral location of the normal breast (reference
site) for image reconstruction. For patients who have a small amount of breast tissue, the chest-wall underneath
the breast tissue at both sites affects the imaging results. In this group of patients, the perturbation, which is the
difference between measurements obtained at the lesion and reference sites, may include the information of back-
ground mismatch which can generate artifacts or affect the reconstructed quantitative absorption coefficient of the
lesion. Also, for patients who have a single breast due to prior surgery, the contra-lateral reference is not available.
To improve the DOT performance or overcome its limitation, we introduced a new method based on an exogenous
contrast agent and demonstrate its performance using animal models. Co-registered ultrasound was used to guide
the lesion localization. The results have shown that artifacts caused by background mismatch can be reduced
significantly by using this new method. C©2011 Society of Photo-Optical Instrumentation Engineers (SPIE). [DOI: 10.1117/1.3569088]
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1 Introduction
In the last decade, diffuse optical tomography (DOT) using
near-infrared (NIR) light has shown great promise in distin-
guishing benign from malignant breast tumors and in assessing
chemotherapy response of advanced breast cancer.1–19 In the
NIR wavelength range (680 to 900 nm), water absorption is
very low and the major endogenous absorbers are oxy- and
deoxy-hemoglobin in the blood. This makes the NIR light suit-
able for detecting tumor hemoglobin concentration and oxygen
saturation. Hemoglobin concentration and oxygen saturation are
directly related to tumor angiogenesis and tumor hypoxia.20, 21

In addition to the endogenous absorbers, many research groups
have developed different exogenous contrast agents to enhance
the contrast of the malignant tumors versus normal tissues.22–26

Currently, indocyanine green (ICG) is the only FDA approved
absorption and fluorescent contrast agent in the NIR range. ICG
primarily acts as a blood pooling agent in NIR imaging and can
provide absorption and fluorescence contrast between a tumor
bed and the surrounding normal tissue.27–42

In this study, we introduce an ICG-absorption-based optical
tomography imaging method for reduction of background arti-
facts in optical tomography. Co-registered ultrasound was used
to assist the localization of the lesion in imaging reconstruction.
The study was motivated by solving the problems that the optical
tomography community often encounters when imaging breast
lesions by using a hand-held probe in reflection geometry and
the perturbation approach for image reconstruction.

For tomography reconstruction, the perturbation-based ap-
proach requires data from a reference site which should have
similar background optical properties as the lesion site for best
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imaging quality.43–45 In general, a contra-lateral location at the
same quadrant as the lesion is chosen for the reference site.
The perturbation is the difference between the measurements
obtained at the lesion and the reference sites. This procedure
uses the patient’s own background tissue optical properties as
a control and is thus insensitive to patient’s background optical
property changes. This can improve the image reconstruction
since the data from published literature have shown that breast
tissue has a wide range of bulk optical properties that change
with age, menopause status, hormone regulation, etc.1, 46

On the other hand, this procedure is sensitive to contra-lateral
site selection. Based on our clinical studies, for patients who
have a small amount of breast tissue and a shallower chest-
wall, the difference between chest-wall position underneath the
breast tissue at both sites affects the imaging results. In this
group of patients, the perturbation not only has the information
of the lesion, but also contains the information of the difference
between the backgrounds at the lesion and reference sites.43–45

This extra perturbation due to the background mismatch between
the lesion and reference sites can cause imaging artifacts and
affect the reconstructed absorption coefficient of the lesion.43, 44

A clinical example is given in Fig. 1 to illustrate the prob-
lem of chest-wall effect on optical reflection measurements.
Figures 1(a)–1(c) show the co-registered ultrasound (US) im-
ages acquired at three different locations of the same quadrant
of a 65-year old patient. In these sets of data, the center depth
of the breast-tissue and chest-wall interface from a hand-held
optical probe of 10 cm diam was moved from 1.2 cm in Fig.
1(a) to 1.5 cm in Fig. 1(b) and 2.2 cm in Fig. 1(c). Figure 1(d)
shows the slope of the measured amplitude (logarithmic scale)
of the reflection data is different in each case, which is caused
by the different chest-wall position and tilting angle. The slope
will affect the measured background optical properties.
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Fig. 1 Co-registered ultrasound images and the light reflectance measurements obtained from a 65 year old patient. (a)–(c) show three images
from the breast tissue and chest-wall at different locations with different depth and tilting angle. (d) shows the corresponding light reflectance data
(logarithmic scale) versus source-detector distances for (a)–(c). Each line is a fitted curve for each case. (e) shows the phase (rad) versus source-detector
distances for (a)–(c).

In Ref. 43 a model-based approach has been introduced to
decrease the background artifacts, however, it has limitations.
It is computationally intensive and requires a 3D co-registered
ultrasound image to model the breast tissue and chest wall as

a two-layer medium. The new method introduced in this paper
uses an absorption contrast agent which is more robust. This
method is also useful for imaging patients who have a single
breast due to prior surgery. In this method, the perturbation was
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defined as the difference between the optical measurements at
the lesion site before and after injection of a contrast agent. Since
the position of the probe is fixed in both imaging conditions,
the breast-tissue and chest-wall background are the same in
both sets of data. To the best of our knowledge, this is the first
investigation of using an ultrasound-guided, ICG-absorption-
based optical tomography method targeted at reducing image
artifacts in breast imaging.

The drawback of the correction method is the loss of the
lesion hemoglobin contrast in reconstructed absorption images
because of the subtraction of the pre-injection data at the same
lesion site. However, the ICG absorption is several times higher
than that of hemoglobin, therefore, the ICG accumulated in the
tumor-bed may be sufficient to distinguish the malignant from
benign lesions. This method can be further improved by using
exogenous dyes which can bind to specific receptors in the tumor
and can be washed out from the background tissue.22–26

In this study, phantom and animal studies were conducted
to test the performance of this method. Phantom studies were
performed using targets of different ICG concentrations and
located at different depths. To demonstrate the method in animal
studies, we have taken step-by-step approaches using an isolated
tumor model from background tissue induced in the mouse foot
pad and a tumor model with surrounding background tissue
induced in the mouse mammary fat pad.

2 Ultrasound-Guided DOT System
Our US-guided DOT system consisted of four laser diodes of
740, 780, 808, and 830 nm and 14 parallel detectors. Measure-
ments from two wavelengths of 740 and 780 nm were used
for this study. The output of each laser diode was modulated
at 140 Mhz. Each laser diode was sequentially switched to 9
source positions on the probe and 14 parallel detection channels
acquired backscattered light simultaneously for each source po-
sition. The ultrasound transducer was positioned in the center of
the probe and optical measurements and the ultrasound images
were obtained simultaneously. The real-time ultrasound helped
to localize the lesion and to improve the light quantification
of the lesion by providing the lesion geometry to the optical
imaging reconstruction algorithm.19 Figures 2(a) and 2(b) show
the ultrasound and optical source and detector positions on the
hand-held probes used in the experiments. More details on our
hand-held imaging probe and the NIR system can be found in
Ref. 19.

3 Imaging Reconstruction Method
In the proposed imaging method, the lesion is being imaged
two times, before and after the injection of the contrast agent
(Fig. 3). In both optical images, because the DOT-US probe is
fixed at the lesion location, the background (the breast-tissue
and chest-wall location) in both sets of data does not change.
Therefore, after subtracting the two data sets [Eq. (1)], the in-
formation that remains,is the absorption of the contrast agent
in the lesion area. In this method, the assumption is that the
ICG accumulates in the tumor area and its accumulation in
the background is negligible, so the perturbation contains only
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Fig. 2 DOT-US hand-held probe. (a) Probe used in phantom and the
first sets of mouse experiments; (b) probe used in the second sets of
mouse experiments. Small dots are optical sources and larger dots are
optical detectors.

the information of the lesion.

Normalized perturbation

= U0 tarmeas(ICG) − U0 refmeas(no ICG)

U0 refmeas(no ICG)

= U0 tarmeas(ICG)

U0 refmeas(no ICG)
− 1, (1)

The image reconstructed algorithm has two parts. In the first
part, the optical properties of the background are estimated
by a fitting algorithm.19, 43 This information is used to calcu-
late the weight matrix more accurately. The second step is the
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Fig. 3 A schematic of the background-mismatch artifact reduction
method using an absorption contrast agent. Two data sets are captured,
one before and one after injection of the contrast agent.

reconstruction of the absorption coefficient of the lesion. This
part is based on a modified Born approximation and uses the per-
turbation formula in Eq. (1). To improve the reconstructed target
absorption coefficient, a dual-zone mesh scheme with a region
of interest identified by co-registered ultrasound is used for the
weight matrix calculation.19 A conjugate gradient method has
been used to reconstruct optical absorption properties of targets.

4 Animal Tumor Models
To demonstrate the artifact reduction method step-by-step, we
have used two breast cancer cell lines injected at two different
locations in the animal studies. In the first experiment, a foot
pad tumor model was used to isolate the tumor from the rest
part of the body for imaging. The 66c14 cell line is a slow
growing mouse mammary carcinoma that does not often exhibit
necrosis at the primary site. Five million cells diluted in 20 μl of
phosphate buffered saline (PBS) were injected to the right foot-
pad of a 6 week old 20 g female mouse. The second cell line
was 4T1 mouse mammary carcinoma, which was an aggressive
mouse mammary cell line. 100,000 of cells diluted in 50 μl of
PBS were injected to the right mammary fat pad of a 6 week old
18 g female mouse. The mammary fat pad tumor model presents
a more challenging imaging scenario because the tumor is closer
to other organs where the ICG can accumulate as well. An animal
was kept under isoflourine anesthesia after cell line injection for
about 30 min to decrease the chance of metastasis of the cancer
cells due to movement. The mouse was monitored every day
and the imaging started as soon as the tumor grew larger than
0.8 cm. Hair in the tumor areas was removed before imaging.

5 Contrast Agent
ICG is the only FDA approved contrast agent in NIR range.
It has been used for ophthalmic retinal angiography33 and has

been widely adopted as a contrast agent in diffused and fluores-
cence optical tomography.27–42 In a tumor, blood vessels have
larger pores which allow ICG molecules to leak into the ex-
travascular spaces and accumulate in the tumor bed.25, 37 ICG,
in general, can bind to the blood plasma protein which can
affect its optical properties. On the other hand, ICG has high
protein binding. Blood proteins are large molecules and binding
to these proteins reduces the leakage of ICG to the tumor vas-
culatures and causes a fast clearance by liver. This makes the
ICG tumor localization poor and unstable after a short period
of time.25, 37 An ICG derivative used in this study, referred to as
ICG in the following text, was first introduced by Licha et al37

and has been synthesized by Pavlik et al38 to reduce its pro-
tein binding and to improve its clearance rate from the tumor.37

The details of the chemical structure and synthesis can be found
in Ref. 38.

An example of the measured absorption spectra of ICG
obtained in PBS and Dulbecco’s modified eagle’s medium
(DMEM) with 1% and 10% fetal bovine serum (FBS) is shown
in Fig. 4. DMEM is the media used for cell culture. As shown
in Fig. 4, the ICG absorption coefficient did not show any dif-
ference by dissolving it in PBS and DMEM at the wavelengths
between 650 to 900 nm. However, the ICG absorption coeffi-
cient was increased by adding the FBS which is a blood protein
compound. The results show that the ICG absorption increases
in the blood protein media and it is expected to be increased in in
vivo studies. The molar absorption coefficient for ICG derivative
is about 200000 (L mol− 1 cm− 1) in PBS and 240000 in 10%
FBS. The value is higher than that of commercial ICG which has
a molar absorption coefficient of 115000 (L mol− 1 cm− 1) in
PBS and 215000 (L mol− 1 cm− 1) in plasma.37, 47 On the other
hand, these values show that the optical properties of the ICG
derivative are more stable in blood plasma protein compared
with that of the commercial ICG. In Ref. 37 the protein bind-
ing of the ICG derivative was reported with a reduction to 20%
compared to the commercial ICG. This allows the ICG deriva-
tive to remain longer than the commercial ICG in the tumor bed
during the in vivo studies.37 The peak absorption coefficient of
this ICG is at 755 nm. The shift in the absorption coefficient of
the ICG derivative compared with the commercial ICG is due to
the substitution of the fused benzene rings with carboxylic acid
compound.37

The absorption coefficient was measured as 81 and 46% of
its maximum value (755 nm) at 740 and 780 nm wavelengths
which are the wavelengths of the two laser diodes available in
our frequency domain system. The measurements from mice
tumors and tissue show that the absorption peak has shifted to
780 nm. Therefore, the measurements of phantoms were
obtained at 740 nm and tumor imaging data were acquired at
780 nm.

6 Results
6.1 Phantom Studies
To obtain a range of detectable ICG concentrations with our
DOT system, a 1-cm diameter spherical glass filled with diluted
ICG at different concentrations was used. The ICG phantom
was placed at 1.5 cm depth from the combined US and DOT
probe in 0.8% intralipid solution. In general, 1.5 cm is about
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Fig. 4 Measured absorption spectrum of 250 nM ICG in different media. The peak absorption coefficient is at 755 nm. The absorption coefficient
drops to 81 and 46% of its maximum value at 740 and 780 nm wavelengths.

the deepest range that we encounter in the chest-wall problems.
Beyond 1.5 cm, the chest-wall effect is significantly reduced.40

The absorption coefficient of the intralipid was measured as
μa = 0.023 and μ′

s = 8 cm− 1. The media were imaged twice
with and without the ICG phantom. Figure 5 shows the recon-
structed image for different ICG concentrations from 940 to
47 nM at 740 nm wavelength. The results show that our DOT
system can detect the ICG concentration as low as 50 nM at this
depth. Due to the increase of the ICG absorption in blood, we
believe that the ICG may be detectable at even lower concentra-
tions in in vivo studies.

In the next experiment, a piece of beef rib was located be-
hind the ICG phantom in 0.8% intralipid solution. The beef
rib was used to increase the heterogeneity and simulate the
imaging condition with the presence of the chest wall. The op-
tical absorption of the beef rib was measured as μa = 0.1 and
μ′

s = 10 cm− 1. Figure 6 shows the reconstructed maximum
absorption coefficients for different ICG concentrations from
1 μM to 50 nM at 740 nm. Red stars show the calculated true
absorption coefficient and blue circles show the measurement
values. The results show that the DOT imaging system is capable
of detecting the ICG concentration as low as 50 nM under the
multilayer and heterogeneous background condition. The error
in reconstructed ICG concentrations is less than 20% for 100 nM
and higher. However, the error increases for absorptions higher
than 0.3 cm− 1 which is due to the use of linear Born approx-
imation in image reconstruction.48 The error in reconstructed
low ICG concentration of 50 nM is 31%.

To study the effect of target depth on the accuracy of recon-
structed concentration, a 1cm ICG phantom with concentration
of 1 μM was used. For a better estimate the in vivo performance
of ICG, 780 nm wavelength was used for this set of experi-
ments. Figure 7 shows the reconstructed concentration with the
ICG target located at different depth from 1 to 2.5 cm. The error
is less than 5% in the depth range of larger than 1 cm and less

than 2.5 cm. The error increases to 22% at depth 1.0 cm and
25% at 2.5 cm. The error in shallow depths (<1 cm) was caused
by the lack of source fibers directly located on top of the target
because of the need for a co-registered ultrasound transducer
in the middle of the combined probe. The error at depths more
than 2.5 cm was due to the lower signal-to-noise ratio of the
reflectance measurements from deeper targets.

7 Animal Experiments
To estimate the in vivo wash in and wash out time, we first
conducted a set of monitoring experiments using the mammary
fat pad tumor model by placing a source and a detector on top
of the tumor with source-detector separation of approximately
1 cm [Fig. 8(a)]. The mouse was anesthetized under isoflurane
anesthesia using a nose cone. After capturing several data points,
100 μl of 100 μmol/l of ICG was injected in the tail-vain through
a tail vein catheter. The data were captured every 15 s for 45 min
after injection. A total of three sets of mice tumors of approxi-
mately 9 mm were studied. The half time of the ICG derivative
in the normal and tumor area were estimated as 25( + /–2) and
37( + /–3) min, respectively, which is almost 5 times higher than
the commercial ICG [Fig. 8(b)].37

Figure 9 shows a schematic of the animal imaging experi-
mental setup. The mouse was anesthetized and fixed on a trans-
parent plastic sheet. The mouse was partially submerged in the
0.8% intralipid solution and its head stayed outside for breathing
under isoflurane anesthesia. A piece of beef rib was placed be-
hind the mouse body to increase the background heterogeneity
and to emulate the chest-wall imaging condition. The combined
US-DOT probe was submerged in the intralipid tank to image
the tumor.

In the first set of the imaging experiments, the foot pad tu-
mor model was used. After the tumor reached a certain size
of approximately 7 to 8 mm in about two weeks, the mouse
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Fig. 5 Reconstructed image of a 1-cm diameter ICG target of concentrations from 1 μM to 50 nM located at 1.5-cm depth from the probe in 0.8%
intralipid solution. These data were obtained at 740 nm wavelength. In the absorption map, each slice presents a spatial image of 8 cm × 8 cm
obtained from 0.5 cm underneath the probe surface to 3.5 cm in depth with 0.5 cm spacing between slices.

was imaged under isoflurane anesthesia. A piece of pork rib
was placed behind the mouse foot to increase the background
heterogeneity and emulate the chest-wall. A small mouse pedal
catheter (BFL-27–20-B26, Strategic Applications Incorporated,
Libertyville, Illinois) was placed in the right footpad, for con-
trast agent injection during experiment. Because the injection
was at the footpad, the ICG was accumulated at the tumor
site which was a simplified model to evaluate the correction
method.

After taking one set of data, 20 μl ICG with concentration of
50 μmol/l was injected in the right foot-pad. Ultrasound images
and optical data from 9 sources and 14 detectors were captured

every 1 min. The results are shown in Fig. 10. Figure 10(a) shows
the co-registered ultrasound image of the tumor area marked by
an arrow. Figure 10(b) shows reconstructed absorption coeffi-
cient of the background pork rib inside the intralipid solution.
Figures 10(c) and 10(d) show the reconstructed absorption coef-
ficient of the mouse body plus the pork rib immersed inside the
intralipid solution before injection and 15 min after injection,
respectively. This is the time that the uptake of the ICG was
maximum (Fig. 8). Figure 10(e) is the reconstructed absorp-
tion coefficient of the target by applying the correction method
[Eq. (1)] after the injection of ICG. The reconstructed image of
the lesion was at the correct location and a good separation of
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Fig. 6 (a) Experimental setup, (b) reconstructed maximum absorption
coefficient of an ICG phantom located at 1.5 cm depth from the probe.
To increase the heterogeneity of background and emulate the chest-
wall effect, a layer of beef rib was placed behind the ICG phantom at 2
cm depth from the probe. The ICG phantom is a 1-cm diameter spher-
ical glass filled with diluted ICG with different concentrations. These
data were obtained at 740 nm wavelength. Red stars show the true
absorption coefficients and blue circles demonstrate the reconstructed
values.

Fig. 7 Reconstructed ICG concentration of an ICG phantom located at
different depths from the probe. The ICG phantom is a 1 cm diameter
spherical glass filled with 1 μM ICG. These data were obtained at
780 nm wavelength. Red stars show the true concentrations and blue
circles demonstrate the reconstructed values.
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the tumor from the background (mouse body and pork rib) was
achieved.

To further challenge the correction method, the mammary
fat-pad tumor model was used. For this set of experiments, be-
cause the distance of the mouse head to the tumor was lim-
ited to about 3 to 4 cm, a smaller optical probe, shown in

Fig. 9 In vivo experimental setup.
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Fig. 10 (a) The ultrasound image of the mouse and a layer of a pork rib. The tumor is marked by an arrow. Reconstructed absorption coefficient of
(b) the pork rib alone before injection, (c) pork rib and the mouse body before injection, (d) 15 min after injection of 20 μl of 50 μmol/l ICG in the
foot-pad, and (e) tumor after subtracting the background. In the absorption map, each slice presents a spatial image of 8 cm × 8 cm obtained from
0.5 cm underneath the probe surface to 3.5 cm in depth with 0.5 cm spacing between slices.

Fig. 2(b), was used. In this probe, the maximum source-detector
distance was about 5 cm. The intralipid was heated to the body
temperature (about 37◦C). A tail-vein catheter with stylette
(MTV-01, Strategic Applications Incorporated, Libertyville,
Illinois) was used for tail vein injection during experiment. After

capturing several sets of ultrasound and optical images with 1
min time separation, 100 μl of 100 μmol/l of ICG was injected
through the catheter. The mouse was continuously imaged every
1 min after injection. Figure 11 shows the experimental results.
Figure 11(a) shows the co-registered ultrasound image of the
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Fig. 11 (a) The ultrasound image of the mouse and a layer of a beef rib. The tumor is marked by an arrow. Reconstructed absorption coefficient of
(b) the mouse body and the beef rib before injection, (c) ICG, the mouse body and beef rib 12 min after injection, and (d) ICG after background
subtraction, 12 min after.

mouse and a layer of a beef rib behind it. The tumor is marked
by an arrow. Figures 11(b) and 11(c) show the reconstructed ab-
sorption map of the mouse body and the beef rib before injection
[Fig. 11(b)], and 12 min after injection [Fig. 11(c)]. This is al-
most the time that the uptake of the ICG was maximum (Fig. 8).

Figure 11(d) is the reconstructed absorption coefficient of
the ICG injected in the tail-vein after applying the correc-
tion method. The lesion appeared at the correct location
with good isolation from the background (mouse body and
beef rib).
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8 Summary and Discussion
In this paper, a background mismatch correction method using
an exogenous contrast agent has been introduced and its perfor-
mance was demonstrated using animal models. The results have
shown that this method can significantly reduce artifacts gener-
ated by the background mismatch. We believe that the results
would be much better in clinical studies because the mouse body
is very small and it has much higher heterogeneity than human
breast tissue due to the other organs in the field of imaging.

In this paper we used ultrasound-guidance to provide tar-
get depth and target location in both phantom and animal
studies. Using a priori anatomical information of the tar-
get can improve the accuracy of the reconstructed absorption
values.49–53 The phantom studies have shown that the recon-
struction accuracy is in general within 20% of the calibrated
values. This shows dramatic improvement over the methods that
use unguided methods with post- and pre-contrast subtraction
only. The larger error that occurred in absorption higher than
0.3 cm− 1 is due to the use of born approximation in high ab-
sorption range.

One drawback of using the correction method is the loss of
the lesion hemoglobin contrast in reconstructed absorption im-
ages because of the subtraction of the post-injected data from
pre-injection ones at the same lesion site. However, the ICG ab-
sorption is several times higher than that of hemoglobin, there-
fore, the ICG accumulated in the tumor-bed may be sufficient to
distinguish the malignant from benign lesions. In addition, ICG
fluorescence properties could be used to further enhance the le-
sion detection and diagnosis. A recent study in breast cancer
clinical report shows two-to-four-fold higher ICG (exogenous
contrast agent) fluorescence signals measured in the tumor area
compared with total hemoglobin (endogenous contrast agent)
due to the tumor vasculature.40 Therefore, the correction method
reported in this paper has a potential to significantly improve the
diagnosis of malignant versus benign lesions32 while reducing
the background artifacts in a certain patient population.

Another drawback of using correction method in vivo is the
reduction of tumor contrast due to the background ICG uptake.
However, as shown in Fig. 8, the tumor uptake is about two
times higher than that of background uptake, therefore, a good
tumor contrast is obtainable using the correction method.

The reported background mismatch correction method was
demonstrated using the ICG derivative synthesized by Pavlik
et al.38 However, this method is not limited to the ICG and its
derivatives and can be readily used when other exogenous agents
are available for human use. Recently, many nontargeted exoge-
nous contrast agents that have a high absorption coefficient, such
as gold nanoparticles or carbon nanotubes,26 or targeted contrast
agents conjugated to the receptors of tumor cells,22–25 have been
synthesized and evaluated in animals. Furthermore, the tech-
nique is not limited to correct background mismatch artifacts
in breast imaging and can be readily used in other applications
where background mismatch has to be removed for improving
imaging quality.
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